
Cookie Cutter Bonanza© 
Workshop with Debby Kratovil 
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LeavesHearts on Fire Pear

Dreidel Toast

Tasty blocks of raw edge appliqué and sweet-shop shapes give the quilter a fun excercise without all the calories. There 
are almost a dozen shapes to choose from to make the 10” blocks. Fat quarter friendly with no tedious hand work makes 
appliqué fun for everyone from Advanced Beginner on. One pattern shape per student is supplied. 

Supplies & Equipment
NOTE:  My samples were made with batiks. Bring ANY fabrics you like as long as they are good quality (nothing thin).
 •A set of 2 fat quarters yields 3-4 blocks. 11” fabric squares work well (2 contrasting fabrics per block). Bring a  
 variety. Also, bring fabric for practice and extra for “mistakes.”
 • OR two half yards of contrasting fabric will yield 6 - 8 blocks
 •Sewing machine in GOOD working order
 •Basic sewing supplies, including scissors, rotary cutter and mat 
 •6” x 12” or 6” x 24” ruler AND a 12-1/2” square ruler
 •A zigzag sewing foot, 1/4” sewing foot (or the equivalent)
 •Neutral Piecing thread; Single color machine embroidery thread for machine appliqué - variegated is good.
 •Starch or sizing (optional, but helpful) ; tablet of newsprint for stabilizing with machine applique  
 •Freezer paper (3 or 4 sheets, 8-1/2” x 11”) 
 •Borders: Two 1/4 yd cuts (9” x 44”) work for a 4 block quilt.  Or wait until quilt center is finished and shop  later.

See more quilts at my web site
    www.quilterbydesign.com

Students select ONE of these 11 Cookie Cutter shapes
 to work with in class.

Autumn Leaves

Hearts on Fire

Holiday Trees

You may pre-cut for this class:
For EACH block cut two 5-1/2" x 
10-1/2" rectangles of TWO colors (one 
is the background and one is the the 
half-applique shape. Four blocks 
require 8 background rectangles and 
8 rectangles for the applique shape


